Connecting AirPower Lines just got easier! The new AirPower Line TEC-CLAMP™ allows you to lock in your lines and go! No tools or hardware needed for fast, easy installations!

- Stainless steel Speed Clip makes tender kit or pogo stick installations quick & easy
- Heavy duty clamp design. Superior strength and high performance in the most extreme application environments. A clear leader of the pack in clamping solutions.
- Corrosion resistant composite body
  - Body design is optimized to fit TECTRAN 3-In-One AirPower lines
  - Clamp should be installed around spiral wrapped portion of AirPowerLine
- Easy to use aluminum locking clasp - No tools needed!

Part No. 9890ST
Stk. Code 47315
Patent: D794,439
FOR USE ON SPIRAL WRAPPED SECTION OF 3-IN-ONE AIRPOWER LINES

Step 1
OPEN TEC-CLAMP™ BY UNLATCHING THE ALUMINUM LOCKING CLASP

Step 2
DETERMINE CLAMP PLACEMENT
The distance between the tractor and clamping site should be short enough to suspend the lines off the deck, yet allow sufficient working length of the lines to the trailer during full turns.

CAUTION: Do not place clamp in the middle of AirPower Line or working length to the trailer will be restricted. Typical spacing ratio is 1/3 -2/3.

Step 3
PLACE CLAMP AROUND AIRPOWER LINE
The TEC-CLAMP™ design is optimized to fit TECTRAN 3-In-One AirPower lines. This product configuration will also work in conjunction with a wide range of competitive air and power line combinations that are wrapped.

Step 4
GRASP THE LOWER HALF OF THE CLAMP, IN YOUR PALM. APPLY THUMB PRESSURE BRINGING HALVES TOGETHER. CLOSE & LOCK THE CLASP IN PLACE.

Apply pressure here

TEC-CLAMP™ LINE UP
CLAMP.LOCK.GO.
Check out the full line up on our website www.TECTRAN.com
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